Monday, November 03, 2014

3:13 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

11-3-14 Woman Catcalled More Than 100 Times in Single
Day in NYC... Strategical redesigned for shouts of "Lets Invent
Something!" Honey you are my 100 Nobels Inspiration, you
inspire Men to discover how to go faster than the speed of
light. You light up the Universe in my brain MRI's!
11-3-14 Woman Catcalled More Than 100 Times in Single
Day in NYC... Strategical redesigned for shouts of "Lets Invent
Something!"
11-3-14 Woman Catcalled More Than 100 Times in Single
Day in NYC... Strategical redesigned for shouts of "Lets Invent
Something!"
11-3-14 Bill Gates is keynote speaker at American Society of
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene conference in New Orleans.
Thousands of scientists from around the world jammed into
a New Orleans hotel ballroom to hear him.
MacBook Air + Pro given away free to Writers at the
Hemingway House Writing Class along with the 1 Trillion
Cans of "H" @ -254 C made in the USA by NASA, now
inventsomething to use 1 can of H @ -254 C.
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inventsomething to use 1 can of H @ -254 C.

MacBook Air + Pro w/built in iPhone007 plus! Let the CIA stop
this breast cancer cell division, write a CIA memo on this
Cancer Cell and don't black out anything!!
11-3-14 WHO told Bill Gates the Same thing... we need a coup
that confiscates $777 Trillion from Saudi Arabia. This is the
only way the 155 Story Yale Paris - NYC Medical Schools on
an Eiffel tower structure will be paid for! The leader of the
World Health Organization criticized the drug industry on
Monday, saying that the drive for profit was one reason no
cure had yet been found for Ebola + Breast Cancer!
11-3-14 iApps for MacBook Air + Pro will find a Rx cure for
Tropical Medicine and Hygiene and they will be pre-loaded
on all Apple devices. Bill Gates will be droned in gasoline at
the War Crimes Trials.
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11-3-14 Take that, Osama Bin Laden! $777 Trillion in $4
gas financed the 17 Terrorists from Saudi Arabia, they got
this much money from the Pentagon's suppression of the
ElectricWindmillCar!
11-3-14 More than 13 years after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, a
resurrected World Trade Center - bigger and better than
ever - reopened for business Monday.
11-3-14 All UN Nations knew about the suppression of the
ElectricWindmillCar so the UN will be torn down an a 155
Story "Yale NYC Medical School" will be built on an Eiffel
Tower Structure were the UN could have prevented 9-11 but
greed of $777 Trillion from Oil Revenues won her heart.
11-3-14 Follow up story from yesterdays web here on
ElectricWindmillCars would all have 52K lasers for
guidance. "China's new laser shoots down drones" by Jose
Pagliery CNN Money.

11-3-14 Focus on 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year. This story
is in the paper every day... yet no one works on a alcohol
cure! 19K SWF murdered in 2014 59K murdered in the USA in
2014 and they Bullying Fiddle-faddle nothingness, no iApps
in Medicine to Cure Crime! 1984 II Numb Nut Dictators have
syphilis in the brain!
11-3-14 "Police: Teen killed man for not buying him beer"
seattlepi.com
11-3-14 PITTSBURGH (AP) - A University of Virginia
poisoning expert says a Pittsburgh neurologist died of
cyanide poisoning and that the chemical had to have been
administered minutes before her husband called 911
11-3-14 "Redesigning Sandy Hook After Newtown's Tragedy"
by Belinda Lanks Broomberg Businessweek - I don't think the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort with laser guidance and iPhone
007 dash cam will be part of the redesigning of Sandy Hook
or the next one... gasoline cars poison exhaust is the real
cause of Sandy Hook Newtown!

11-3-14 Woman Catcalled More Than 100 Times in Single
Day in NYC... Strategical redesigned for shouts of "Invent
Something!"
11-3-14 Woman Catcalled More Than 100 Times in Single
Day in NYC... Strategical redesigned for shouts of "Invent
Something!"
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11-3-14 Woman Catcalled More Than 100 Times in Single
Day in NYC... Strategical redesigned for shouts of "Invent
Something!"
11-3-14 "Carnival Wants to Make Onboard WiFi Worth the
High Price" Justin Bachman Broomberg Businessweek. High
Cost of Lost Inventions - Carnival Top Brass going along with
the suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar and Cruise Ships
lost many discoveries + inventions. I hope they have a
Hemingway House Writing Class cruise to document this.
11-3-14 Yale MD Paula Kavathas said They, all the Men
Deans reflect a school where men wield power to Harass
Women for SEX... 1980 to 2014 Saudi Sex Slaves have been
talked about in the "Dictators + Doctors" class. Next year
"1,001 Nobels in Medicine a year" will be a class at Yale
Medical School with a iApp and everyone will have a
MacBook Air + Pro with pre-loaded iApps! iPhone007 for
Doctors too. 007 MD's CIA
11-3-14 Yale In an email sent to the medical school
community Saturday evening, Alpern shared the New York
Times story and said the task force — established in
September — will work to focus the Yale medical school’s
efforts to address concerns about gender and the work
environment at the school.

11-3-14 Yale, Alpern + the New York Times story - to Hell with
SWF Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia!

11-3-14 To Hell with Mecca's Heaven + Hell about the
unwritten NY Times articles on the "Saudi King's War Crimes
Arrest" SWF Sex Slaves, Doctors in their sex harassment front
page story in the NY Times never called 911 on the Saudi
King + Princes! CIA women never LEAKED the horror article!
11-3-14 No "Cardiac Arrest" Hemingway House Writers
Classes for Medical School Professors! This will be A War Crime
by the New French Revolution after a successful 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat that lets USA women drive a car...
electricwindmillFord Escort Car.
100 more years until Saudi Arabia women can drive a gas
car, grin!

100 more years of SWF Sex Slaves in Saudi Arabia!
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11-3-14 In an email sent to the medical school community
Saturday evening, Alpern shared the New York Times story
and said the task force — established in September — will
work to focus the medical school’s efforts to address concerns
about gender and the work environment at the school.
11-3-14 Medical school professor Shirley McCarthy said she
was deeply concerned that the authority of the UWC had
been undermined by Polak’s actions... sex slaves in Oil
Nations, buy you a kidney or Heart too $

11-3-14 “I think after the [UWC] made a decision — for any
administrator to manipulate that decision looks bad for
Yale,” medical school professor Joan Steitz said. “This isn’t
the type of leadership I would hope for.” SWF Sex Slaves +
selling kidneys, Hearts, in a 1984 II Medical School
administration. Wow!
11-3-14 "Cardiac Arrest" Futuristic Novel with a invention
project in every chapter written by Everyone, with a iApp thats
lets 99 people write at the same time on the same page at the
Hemingway House Writing class was bullied out of existence!

11-3-14 "War Crimes Cardiac Arrest futuristic pacemakers
fiddle-faddled away is a War Crime" Yale, where men wield
power... to fiddle-faddle!
11-3-14 Power - No cramming and opening the Campus
library 24/7 for a huge turn out!

11-3-14 Paula Kavathas, Yale Medical School where men
wield power - to Bullying Fiddle-faddle nothingness, no
iApps in Medicine no psyched up Shock + Awe thinking about
getting a Nobel in Pharmacology by Schlessinger... No
cramming and opening the Campus library 24/7 for a huge
turn out!
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11-3-14 Bullying was rampant! "Cardiac Arrest"
brainstorming was fiddle-faddle nothingness not a Nobel
thought in any of these MD's in the NY Times story about
Simons + Joseph Schlessinger, chair of pharmacology.

11-3-14 Bullying Fiddle-faddle nothingness, no iApps in
Medicine no psyched up Shock + Awe thinking about getting
a Nobel in Pharmacology by Schlessinger... No cramming
and opening he Campus library 24/7 for a huge turn out!
11-3-14 Bullying Fiddle-faddle nothingness, no iApps in
Medicine in the departments MacBook Air + Pro's no
thinking about getting a Nobel by Michael Simons chief of
the school’s cardiology department then or today!

11-3-14 Bullying Yale School of Medicine hangs the portraits
of previous deans all Men. 1984 II Men who helped write the
Medical Course "Dictators + Doctors" witch is classified!
11-3-14 Bullying by the Professor of Immunobiology at the
School of Medicine.
11-3-14 Bullying... Women’s Faculty Forum Paula Kavathas
said They, all the Men Deans reflect a school where men
wield power.

11-3-14 Paula Kavathas where men wield power - to
Bullying Fiddle-faddle nothingness, no iApps in Medicine no
psyched up Shock + Awe thinking about getting a Nobel in
Pharmacology by Schlessinger... No cramming and opening
he Campus library 24/7 for a huge turn out!

11-3-14 Sexual misconduct case involving Michael Simons,
the former chief of the school’s cardiology department, and
researcher Annarita Di Lorenzo

11-3-14 "Cardiac Arrest" Five female physicians working in
cardiovascular medicine — some of whom said they
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cardiovascular medicine — some of whom said they
experienced various forms of harassment at the hands of
Simons — described the environment within the cardiology
department under the former chair’s leadership as one in
which bullying was rampant!

11-3-14

11-2-14 Conventional... "Kill The Messenger" - 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year is from this Messenger!!

11-2-14 Messenger at END of this page is the NY Times,
writing up Yale Medical School the NY Times wrote a story
that is light years from getting 1,001 Nobel's a year from the
MD Professors... SCAM by the Times that stifles 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a year, mostly from the MD's in the article. MRI
Inventions were not written up by the Times! No Medical
SchoolInvention iApps were in the article! Yale Med School +
NY Times reporter today... laser guided cars + 1,001 Nobels a
year in Medicine are killed by the same Messenger today...
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators! Hit your END to read.... and
email the NY Times a Medical Invention Projects iApp to write
next time they put a Med School on the front page!
11-2-14 "Kill The Messenger" Movie BP + Texas Oil Movie is
"Kill The Inventor... of the ElectricWindmillCar"
11-2-14 "Kill The Inventor... of the ElectricWindmillCar"
Sears at Roosevelt is a "Death Wish" intersection and one
person got killed at 11 pm last night at Sears, front page
news for Key West. No comments from the Navy for Gregs web
yesterday that Lt. Cmdr. Ken Thompson sat really spat at 3 13
year old girls dead in a car, gasoline car hit and run.
Everyone who reads this web knows the Navy robbed the gas
stations from 1980 to 2014 and killed off NASA + laser
guided cars so the Sailors can cheer the laser guided bombs
killing drivers in Syria today.

11-2-14 Conventional... "Kill The Messenger" - 1,001 Nobels in
Medicine a Year is from this Messenger!!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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